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Kevin J. Linden, Editor
1
Christopher Daniel, 
John Dalton, Assoc. Eds.
Well, here we go again. Welcome to the fourth issue of the University of Missouri—St. Louis Student 
Literary Magazine. We've made some changes this year, and you've probably already noticed the most obvious 
of these: we are now Peripheries. We felt that the former title, Litmag, was just a bit, well. .. boring, and there 
is nothing boring about these selections.
We received well over two hundred submissions, including poetry, short fiction, essays, artwork and 
photography, and all of them were presented without identification to our editorial staff. The process of 
narrowing the selections to fit the limited space was not an easy one; several good pieces were regrettably 
omitted. The selections printed are those which, quite simply, received the greatest number of votes for 
publication, with the only restriction being that no author would be represented more than twice. No 
restrictions were placed on subject matter.
Thanks to: Beverly Swanson of Swanson & Associates, Cletis Gribble of Gribble Printing, Rob Michael of 
Shaughnessy Kniep Hawe Paper, Bob Jorgensen of Beacon Paper, the University Archives, Deborah Larson, 
and Nan Sweet for their assistance and support.
Editorial Staff
Auxilary Staff
Faculty Advisor - Nan Sweet
Cover photo by Mike Grossman, 1986
© 1987. All rights revert to the respective authors and artists.
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Kevin J. Linden 
Sheza McMahon
Paula Purdy
Peripheries, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official publication of the 
University of Missouri. The University is not.responsible for its contents and policies. (And we 
don't blame them.)
Orchids Flew from Africa
- Diana Lee Rodebaugh
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Orchids flew from Africa 
his regrets packed in dried moss 
in an ordinary wooden crate
her silence remained impenetrable and her shoulders as broad 
as could be
in that he could have found his justification
narrow and yielding 
unfailingly color-coordinated 
who never made him afraid
but at the moment she stood prying at the crate 
with a screwdriver or a dull kitchen knife perhaps 
he was occupied with a woman
the wife stared silent and incurious 
at the deathly pale flowers spotted red 
as she sucked the blood from her finger
the brief letter enclosed lay crumpled
by the dog's dish
and her smile when it came was painfully sweet
she was a pirate
disguised as a woman
who belonged among Hotpoint freezers and Mother's Day out
it remained to remove one gold hoop earring 
and sail away
In the Barber Shop
Whatya want, some off the top?
-John D. Kilgore
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There you go, pal.
Which one of you fellas is next?
They had Harry, oh yeah, Harry's the guy that owned the place, 
They had Harry pull out his registration card.
It just said L. A on it. It had his name,
Bernie Allen, then for his address it just said L.A.
Harry hadda hard time explainin' that. He's supposed 
to have a full address when people check in.
It made Harry look bad. The kid who checked him in 
is gonna have hell ta pay. Harry'll probably fire him. 
Too bad. The kid just told me how bad he needed the job.
I don't seem to remember seein' you before.
You're not from around here. Most guys aren't from around here.
Yeah, the fire engines went right by my window here.
Wrong way down a one-way street. Course I wasn't 
in here then. I was out watchin' it with everyone else. 
Big crowd of people. Lotta smoke. Never seen such black smoke.
I talked to the guy once. Said he was on vacation. 
Vacation from what, I don't know. He didn't make 
a lotta sense. I had ta kinda like the guy though. 
He seemed to be just as happy talkin' to himself 
as he was talkin' to me. It didn't seem to matter.
You hadda nice heada hair at one time, didn't ya?
I bet you had some girls then, huh? Yeah, girls like that hair.
I was standin' right next ta Harry when they wheeled 
the guy out. Harry hated to see that. He don't like 
things goin' bad in his place. He even knew the guy. 
Heck, I knew the guy. He'd been stayin' there a month. 
Drunk every day. 'Least he seemed drunk. Not a bad sort though. 
I'd see him walkin' down the sidewalk, always on the 
other side of the street. He liked the bars down that way, 
I guess. Would walk with his hands jammed in the pockets 
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narrow, red brick buildings and fog, 
murky green canals
screaming-yellow streetcars and manic traffic.
"not to worry,"
a fat, ugly officer tells us—
his words a cloud of
vodka and borscht halitosis—
"there is a blizzard in kabul.
you will stay here for a day or two."
on the leidseplein,
shadowy dealers glide by, 
wearing u.s. army surplus coats
bedecked with "police" and "clash" buttons 
and chanting,
"hash, acid, 'ludes ..."
the hippie flotsam
of europe and america 
washed up
in the melkweg and the paradiso.
i'm on my way 
to new delhi via kabul 
on ariana afghan airways, 
after a brief stop in moscow-
where soldiers
load mysterious cargo 
in a whirlwind of snow— 
we land in tashkent.
in the red light district 
women are merchandise— 
sitting in big picture windows, 
wearing black silk lingerie;
lurid signs in front of nightclubs 
proclaim in english, 
"Real Live Fucky-Fucky!
on the damrak 
rich, stodgy old dutchmen 
waddle to the bank, 
dodging flocks 
of pigeons and 
crazy foreign hedonists.
i study the masses 
with their tired, 
mashed-potato faces, 
shuffling along the sidewalks, 
wrapped in countless layers 
of cheap, cloth coats—
they must protect themselves from 
The Cold.
soldiers stand
on the street corners,
with AK-47's slung over their shoulders, 
and huddle around fires
blazing in oil drums.
at the hotel
a man takes our passports 
and tells us,
"please to stay inside."
so we sit
in the foreign-currency bar— 
a motley crew
of asian businessmen 
and western hippies— 
drinking Stoli screwdrivers 




we are driven to a 
ghostly hotel 
in a big, rusty bus, 
through the 
brown and gray city— 






surround the tarmac: 
russian helicopters, tanks, 
personnel carriers, fighters, 
bombers, assorted artillery— 
there is a 
goddamned war 
going on here.
i breathe sandalwood incense 
in a tea shop behind
the new delhi railway station 
and gaze out at the bazaar.
freedom
is the sweetest form of 
chaos.






piled up on spindly tables;
rickshaws and three-wheeled go-kart taxis 
weave through the crowd.
inside the airport, 
i drink a Coke 
and look at the 
soldiers with automatic weapons, 
who stare at us 
as they stand 
beneath a poster 
of a Red Star 
superimposed 
on the map of 
afghanistan.
i sip hot ginger tea 
and sigh.
dropping slowly 
out of the clouds 
into a snow-filled valley, 
the airport appears, 





a begging bowl and 
a picture of siva 






Birth of a Businessman
Rain or shine, the faces are always the same. Mom, dad, brother and sister, all grinning. It's graduation 
day—your brightest hour. And then your hour is up.
The car door slams. Those two grinning parents have turned to look at the young college graduate. But a 
transformation has taken place and they grin no more. You are now confronted with the "concerned parent" 
look. (The half-life of pride is extremely short.) Instead of asking you where you would like to go to brunch, 
they ask (as if it has just come to mind), "By the way, what are you going to do with the rest of your life?" Like 
most graduates, you give the definitive answer—"I'm going to find myself." Brunch is out.
After a couple of months of the "finding yourself" routine, (sleeping until noon, pretending to work on your 
resume, pretending to look through the want-ads, eating with mom and dad, and shooting pool with other 
unemployed college grads), you become aware that your presence is not entirely welcome. People leave small 
hints to this effect. My parents clipped articles and left them on my pillow. "Mother Kills Son" was my 
favorite. It told of a lady who had been supporting her thirty-year-old son since he'd graduated. She shot him 
dead because he told her she was getting fat. My dad clipped a good one too: "Employment Opportunities in 
Alaska."
"Dad, you big kidder," I said.
At first it was funny getting a little abuse, but then they started talking about me as if I weren't there.
"Do you remember our son who went to Vanderbilt?"
"I don't think so. Do you mean the one we spent $40,000 dollars on?"
"Yes, that's the one. What's he doing now? Working hard, climbing the ladder of success, showing us how 
much he appreciates everything we did for him?"




I pulled at my collar and wiped the sweat off my brow. I knew that at any time one of my remaining pool 
buddies might spot me and ban me from the tables forever. I was nervous. I was led into a large office with 
strange geometric prints and a man wearing the same suit and tie I was wearing. The exact same suit. I should 
have taken the opportunity to say something obnoxiously clever, but nothing came. My mouth moved as if 
my father was pulling strings inside my head: "Yes, I'm very interested in that. Oh, I've been working towards 
that goal for years. Accounting, yes. Computers, yes, super. Fiscal responsibility? Why, you might say it's 
always been a motto of mine." And then it was over. I walked out fighting the tears. I was starting at 8:30 the 
next morning. My parents grinned. I called my ex-best friend. He hung up. What a day.
"Morning, Son. Thought we'd have breakfast together before your first day." I looked at my clock—it was 
6:30 a.m. I might have known he would wake me. I nodded, said I would be right down, and went back to sleep. 
He woke me again at 6:45.
"Dad, I like you, I really do. You've done a lot for me and I appreciate it. But the next time you wake me up 
without my permission, this house had better be on fire, or I'll have to kill you." He left. I slept until 8:00, 
showered, dry shaved, drank a glass of Pepsi, and got to work with two minutes to spare.
"8:28, not bad. You could have slept another one hundred and nineteen seconds and still have been early. I 
didn't know you were such a go-getter." First Mom and Dad, now my boss, Mr. Clark Cosgrove—all sarcastic 
towards me. "Never get here later than 8:25," he added, just in case I didn't get the idea.
He pointed to my desk. "You'll work in here with me until you're trained." I sat down. He pulled out a file 
with my name on it. I hadn't done a lick of work and already I had a file. I thought I had already done 
something incriminating and that he was going to make me work for free. I didn't know everyone had a file.
"Accounting, three hours," he mused. "What's a debit?"
"Debit? Um..." Now, I almost got an F in accounting, but that's not something you admit even to your closest 
friends, much less put on a resume. "Actually, I'm a bit rusty, sir."
"Sir?! How old do you think I am?!"
"I don't want to hurt your feelings," I said, not meaning it to sound as bad as it did. And he laughed. Before I 
knew it, I was laughing too. And then I stopped. I remembered freshman year in college and pledge training. It 
seemed to me that the guys who laughed with you the most and patted you on the back the most before you 
pledged were the ones who threw the most food at you after you joined. I wasn't going to forget that this was 
work and that I was selling my services for forty hours a week. Selling myself—no less, no more. Easier said 
than done.
"He's finding himself though, Dear. That's important."
Now I didn't mind most of it, but "leeching" really got to me. I was hurt.
"Mom, Dad, I'm going to join the business world." The words flowed with such ease that all three of us were 
stunned. Later I tried to plead insanity, but the words themselves were the verdict. I had sentenced myself to 
twenty-to-life as a a martini-drinking, secretary-ogling baboon. And so, the birth of a businessman.
"Now you're talking. Son. My boy in a three-piece suit, toting a briefcase. I told you he'd come to his senses, 
Dear." (What encouraging words—and they were still talking about me as if I weren't there.)
"You were the one who said he was a ne'er-do-well," Mom chimed in, not to be outdone. I excused myself 
from the table and got sick.
That night I borrowed twenty dollars from Mom and went to play pool. I felt a certain amount of continuity 
in my lifestyle would be necessary. My pal Chuck said he had told his parents he was going to law school to get 
them off his back. I told him about my career choice. He finished his beer, told me we weren't friends anymore, 
and left. What a day.
Dad woke me the next morning at 7:00 a.m. It was Saturday, and he woke me at 7:00.
"This is the first day of the rest of your life." (Now this fatherly garbage was getting on my nerves.) "Stores 
open at 9:00 and we're buying you a dark grey pinstripe, Mom and me." I was speechless. I rolled over so I 
wouldn't have to look at the old dude grinning like I'd been made president of IBM.
"Look, Dad, about me getting a job; I was kidding." He didn't laugh. And so I found myself thumbing 
through endless racks of dark grey pinstripe suits, head hung in defeat, a pathetic victim of the guilt bomb.
"That one's very nice," Mom said as she pulled a polyester number off the rack.
"I bet it repels water, too," I muttered, trying to be a good sport. (I knew deep down inside they didn't realize 
the torture they were putting me through.) Finally, after what seemed hours, a suit (identical to all of the other 
suits) was chosen. I was on my way.
Since my best friend refused to shoot pool with a businessman-to-be, I had plenty of time to send out 
resumes. I wanted to create one that would make me seem an unlikely candidate for a position of 
responsibility (the truth about my grades would have been sufficient), but my resume didn't look half bad. I 
got an interview.
I spent the first week and a half going over basic accounting and computer posting of ledgers. Then on 
Thursday afternoon Mr. Cosgrove came in while I was fumbling at the computer and asked me if I was at a 
good stopping point. "Sure," 1 said, thinking that any point is a good stopping point when you've been staring 
into a screen for a whole day.
"I guess I forgot to tell you we own a ski boat. Can you ski?"
"Can I ski? My friends call me Mr. Slalom,' I'll have you know."
"Never skied before, eh?" he asked, knowing the answer. I shook my head. He laughed.
So there I was, sitting in the middle of a ski boat, drinking beer with Mr. Cosgrove and a business partner 
friend of his, William Something-or-other. This isn't bad, I thought, letting the beer dull my judgment, 
forgetting all about the drinking buddies of my freshman year who threw food at me and the other pledges. 
Little did I know.
Cosgrove and the other guy
"How long have you been working here?" Cosgrove inquired, never dropping that serious, eye-to-eye, 
deal-closing gaze.
"Too long, sir," I chuckled, adding the "sir" to irritate him. Actually, I had started to settle into my work, and 
no longer dreaded it. But somewhere deep down inside remained a flicker, of my former self, and the 
transformation was never completed.
"Seriously, son, we need to talk." (I was sure I had botched something up.) "You've made a great deal of 
progress in the past six or so months. I'm going to expand the realm of your responsibilities. I'm also giving 
you a company car and a $ 10,000 raise."
My jaw dropped. I grabbed one of his cigarettes and lit up. Then I remembered that I don't even smoke. I 
coughed and put it out. Cosgrove laughed.
"Of course, I'm kidding about the car and the $10,000," he chuckled, quite amused with himself, "but you are 
getting a promotion today. I'll take you to lunch and tell you about it.'
Around noon we stepped into Mr. Cosgrove's Porsche and glided to his favorite hangout. Admittedly, I was 
in awe—pretty women, nice cars, fancy suits—yet somewhere inside me I knew something was wrong, that it 
was all too good to be true, that somehow you had to pay the devil to eat at places like this or drive a Porsche. 
But I wouldn't find out for sure until later.
We were seated at a table by the bar and ordered iced teas. I looked out towards the middle of the restaurant 
and was amazed that almost everyone looked the same; it seemed like they were all wearing grey pinstripes. I 
was reminded of the racks of suits my mother and father and I looked through some six months earlier. They 
must be empty now, I thought. I looked over at Mr. Cosgrove. He and I were the only ones not wearing grey 
pinstripes. And he was wearing one black sock and one brown sock. I'll never forget that.
He started telling me about my new responsibilities. He talked about personnel management and 
businesslike images and respectability. He talked about how he wanted me to be—how I needed to be ,-^to 
succeed. I said I'd try. He told me which employees needed some "guidance." And later that week I learned 
about "guidance" firsthand.
I had never been in on a meeting between Cosgrove and an employee, although I had heard plenty. Meetings 
like this were simply to inform the employees that their performance was "sub-par" (they were screwing up.) 
He didn't yell; he rarely did. But he was effective. A dull glaze would come to his face. It was almost hypnotic. 
"You will get to work on time. You won't talk so much while you are supposed to be working. You will be more 
accurate with the phone messages." The employees would leave his office dumbfounded but very much on the 
road to change. I could see him getting someone to jump off the roof: "You will jump off the roof."
"Get the idea?" he asked, after I'd sat in on a session.
"The idea? Mrs. James looked like a scared rabbit when she left."
"Yeah, I guess she did," he said, grinning. "But the fact is she needed guidance. Bottom line: ends justify 
means. Now it's your turn."
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 were pretty good skiers. I dubbed them "Crazy Cos" and "Wild Bill," and they 
didn't seem to mind. I think it made them feel younger. So whenever they went skiing, they'd take me along. 
Don't get me wrong; it was a lot of fun, but pledging a business is a lot like pledging a fraternity. The 
enticements are just a means to get you to do things you wouldn't normally do.
Weeks passed. It was as if my boss knew exactly when to throw in a new surprise to keep me working, to 
keep me from noticing the way I was being molded to his specifications. When it got too cold to water ski, he'd 
take me drinking with his buddies on Friday afternoons, or ask me to shoot a game of pool during lunch. 
Eventually, I was going over to his house to play poker, or to his club to play tennis. True, Cosgrove wasn't 
intentionally playing a game with my mind; he was being genuinely nice. But it's all a part of the Businessman 
ritual; once you have entered the ranks of business, you must bring someone else into the club. (I think you get 
extra points for unlikely candidates.) So Clark Cosgrove had chosen me to gently nudge up the corporate 
ladder. If only he'd known I was afraid of heights.
-Jeffrey K. Rader
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So, if you're ever driving to the Ozarks from St. Louis, pick up Highway 54 in Kingdom City. About twenty 
miles or so from the Ozarks, you can get on Highway 17. A quarter of a mile up on the right is a huge oak tree. If 
you look close enough, you'll see a mannequin in the upper limbs, dressed in a dark grey pinstripe and a 
yellow paisley tie.
Or if you're ever driving through St. Louis, stop into the Hi-Pointe bar. You'll see a guy at the pool table 
wearing faded jeans, a Vanderbilt sweatshirt, and Jack Purcells. And I'll bet he's grinning.
"What? I can't do that. These people are older than me. They won't listen to me."
"They better. Didn't you tell me Beverly made four mistakes in the checkbook and miscoded three checks? 
Make her aware of it. That's going to be part of your job."
I called Beverly in to let her know she had made some mistakes. She got indignant. I tried to be nice about it 
and she yelled at me. I told Mr. Cosgrove that I didn't like personnel management. He said I'd get the hang of 
it.
The next girl I talked to cried. So did the next. But Cosgrove kept sending me back into the ring. The one after 
that laughed in my face. "You're young enough to be my son. Hah!" Suddenly I was the puppet again, but this 
time Cosgrove was pulling the strings.
"You have three seconds to sit down, close your mouth, and open your ears." I wasn't raising my voice, but 
nonetheless I was getting results. "Whether you are old enough to be my mother or not is irrelevant. It is my 
job to evaluate your performance and, when necessary, demand change. I have already outlined areas for 
improvement. We will meet again in four weeks to discuss your progress. If that progress is insufficient, you 
will be terminated at that time. Good day."
As she walked out she seemed smaller than the woman who had traipsed into my office as if she ran the 
place. I walked past my secretary on my way to the bathroom and told her that if anyone should call, I was "in a 
meeting." I liked the sound of that: "in a meeting."
In the bathroom, I stood in front of the mirror and adjusted my yellow paisley tie. My reflection 
smiled—smiled because I'd told a forty-year-old woman that she might lose her job in a month, smiled because 
I had humbled her.
"Is this where you hold all your meetings? Where do you piss, in your office?" It was Chuck. He was wearing 
faded blue jeans, a St. Olaf sweatshirt, and Jack Purcell tennis shoes. My collar suddenly seemed too tight.
"What were you grinning about?" he asked.
"I think I'm getting a feel for this world of business," I replied. "What brings you around?"
"Thought you might want to give your boss the slip and relive some old times."
I looked back into the mirror.
"Why not," I said, "why not."
I didn't actually give Cosgrove the slip though. I told him I was going to take some vacation time, and a 
couple of hours later Chuck and I were heading towards the Lake of the Ozarks with cold beer and loud music. 
At first, I kept asking where the map was, and why we didn't stop and make reservations. Chuck just kept 
shaking his head. Finally, he pulled out the map and handed it to me. I looked at him, then proceeded to tear 
the map into tiny shreds. I raised my beer in a toast.
"With a little help, I might start to remember the world of spontaneity."
"You never really forget," he replied as our beers clinked together.
Two weeks later, I was back at work, and Cosgrove came into my office to discuss the progress being made 
by those who had "received guidance." He wondered why I hadn't fired the forty-year-old woman I had 
counseled. She still had not made "sufficient improvement."
I remembered standing in front of the mirror with my reflection grinning back at me.
"I can't fire her," I said. This time I knew I could not go back into the ring.
As I began cleaning out my desk, Cosgrove said, "I used to be just like you, you know." Remembering his 
mismatched socks, I told him that he still was, almost, and he smiled.
Hip-mo-tized by Sam-I-am
- Diana Lee Rodebaugh
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Samwise at my side from the Shire to 
the Cracks of Doom 
how the cold from the wraith wound 
near my stout 
heart aches
followed Laura thru another long 
winter with the sainted Mary 
blizzards scouring the thin plank walls 
of the house Pa built in antici­
pation of a good crop that spring
Blue Alice in Wonder Land & Deep Throat 
from my father's sock drawer 
wondering sickeningly what a clitoris 
was, and how you would know if yours was 
in your throat, never again 
able to see Humpty Dumpty without 




I dreamed of running away and living 
in a hollowed-out tree for months 
after My Side of the Mountain 
fishing with bent pins 
crunching thru the silent forest after an 
ice storm, freeing chickadees frozen to 
the branch with a cupped hand and 
my warm breath 
the moaning of the wind thru the branches 
of my home would be as welcome as the voice of 
a mother, lulling me to sleep on a winter's 
evening
Eustace was such a pill
on the Voyage of the Dawn Treader thru the 
sweetwater ocean in the East
but he redeemed himself at last, and I 
was grudgingly glad
I hated him for being cruel to Lucy, but 
more because I was so afraid that if magic 
touched me
I might be such a fool as Eustace 
undeserving and ungrateful 
how I longed, how I chanted Aslan's name
© Matthew Lundberg 1987
Sharpened on the Sand
-John D. Kilgore
13
You are on the Ed Sullivan show.
You wear a costume of tight black pants 
and a shirt with puffed sleeves and ruffles. 
You wear a mustache over your lip 
and a gold hoop hangs from your ear. 
Your black hair is covered by a scarf. 
You throw sharp knives at a pretty girl. 
You throw better than anyone else.
You've killed before but the girl is safe; 
you will not kill on television.
The studio audience applauds; 
they wonder where life is lived like that.
La Belle Dame Sans Merci
-James Groark
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"Unaware, I set her in my car 
and drove away from the white city lights. 
We came upon her silent house 
and in empty rooms we danced about.
O why do you resemble a sad clown 
with eyes painted black and belly round, 
whose gentle tears drip down a circus tent? 
O tell me your story, my drunken gent.
O what can ail thee lonely friend?
Laughter and Mirth rule the other end.
Where all the women look divine.
Remember friend, they've drunk lots of wine.
O what can ail thee drunken friend?
Alone, at the cold bar's end.
The olive has died in your glass 
and no music plays.
"And that is why I sit here 
alone, at the cold bar's end. 
The olive has died in my glass 
and no music plays."
"I was thrown off a cliff 
made for the Fool.
And that is when I awoke 
on this cold bar stool.
"I saw pale husbands staring like the mad. 
Withered scarecrows were they all, 
who cried: 'La Belle Dame Sans Merci 
has your blood upon the wall.'
"In the bed where I could never stay. 
My cigarette burned in his ashtray. 
When sleep breathed upon me, 
I dreamt alone; forgotten was the ecstasy.
"My shirt was on the floor, 
When we found the bedroom.
I knew she had a husband right then and there; 
what lady uses Brylcream on her hair?
"I bought her a drink, 
but saw a wedding ring. 
She said: 'It's my mother's 
you silly thing.'
"I met this lady by the bar 
and a mad desire came upon me 
while I watched her dance 




I'm got cobalt teeth 
and railroad fingers 
whistle 
when I crack.
I'm save my money 
selling stones 
to Blackey Sword.
He crunch caribou bones 
and tell me 
whack the chicken 
when it drip
Oh mammy mommy
I want no eggplant 
no more;
I want shave my teeth 
and dump out coal 
up to Blackey eyes.
I want play fiddle 
with bigfoot in snow. 








Sitting in a white Chevette 
At a National
In the rain;
Baby asleep in the backseat. 
A cart passes.
Sounds like a party.
Two old ladies scurry into 
Their leaf-green Nova. 












A seven-foot tall monster 
Rose out of a nearby swamp 
And came knocking at my door
When I greeted him 
I noticed
That he had my face
You could almost say 
We were twins 
Of a sort
Realizing this,
I quickly invited him in, 
Offered him a Pop-Tart, 
And bade him 
Pull up a chair
We sat and talked
For hours and hours
I told him of my progress 
At school
And my feeble attempts
To write
He told me of his home
In the swamp
And his occasional forays into town
To terrorize the villagers
Before he left,
He thanked me for my hospitality
And urged me to visit his swamp-home
Whenever it might be convenient
For me
I assured him that the pleasure
Had been all mine
And that he could expect







It is hot, 
too hot to sleep, 
and I have no tequila.
I leave the Hotel del Sol 
and step out into 
the dark warmth of the street.
I think of the heat, 
of the old days, 
and the bulls, 
and tequila.
I see him there, 
in the street.
He is wearing 
a faded white suit 
and foreign shoes, 
and a sneer.
"Such arrogant foreign shoes," I think. 
I ask him for tequila, 
and he sneers.
I ask him of the old days, 
of the bulls and the tequila, 
and he sneers.
I return to the Hotel del Sol.
I think of him, 
of the old days, 
of the bulls, and tequila. 
I think of his arrogance, 
of the arrogance of the bulls, 
the arrogance of tequila, 





Once, a poem was spoken in my dreams.
A poem having nothing to do with me.
It had elegant phrases and a touch of rhyme.
Powerful, moving, and its beats were on time.
But it was about Priscilla Presley.
That night, I awoke, and gazed upon a stormy moon 
and thought—what does this mean to me?
For I know nothing about Elvis, his wife, Memphis— 
or pointed shoes dancing like elves.
What kind of poet am I?
when the voice from the bottom of a barrel
that surely isn't me
whispers
"Priscilla Presley has gone to the sea."
In a mobile home above a hill
I made love in Nashville.
In dreams I am never a poet 
only a Batman.
O but this poem moved me to tears 
and covered all my fears
until the people moved to and fro 
in an asylum died Van Gogh.
In the dream, I walked down a stairway 
leading to the dark.
No poet no poet 
in this tiger pit 
for it became an empty restaurant 
with uneaten food 
that smelt quite a bit.
I didn't touch, speak or feel.
In Nashville, the white-shirted busboy 
never heard the sound of whips on hips 
he was much too busy stealing tips.
In dreams I am never a poet 
only a Batman.
My lines are as crazy as any salad, 
but in this tiger pit
I heard a ballad.
"Priscilla Presley is going to the sea.
Into the silence—away from me." 
My poems and my poetry 
into the silence 
away from me.
In a mobile home above a hill 




For all my life, I always thought, however unconsciously, that I would remain young forever. I know that I 
have aged and I have therefore changed, but it is still a hard thing to accept, this aging process. I don't want to 
be old.
I can remember playing with my brother, Tim, when we were children, "home-made" games of various 
space-travel themes and dinosaur scenes, and Velveeta cheese sticking to the wall when we would throw it, 
pretending it to be our last food. Why, I don't know. Peeking through a hole that we had made in the wall 
which separated our room from that of our older sister, Cindy, spying on her and watching her dance to "Twist 
and Shout" framed by her Beatle wall paper. My two brothers having "tickle fights" and my oldest brother, 
Jeff, always winning. Running barefoot up and down the alley behind our house to see who could withstand 
the pain the longest, and I always losing. Raking autumn leaves into a pile and jumping into them from the 
neighbor's garage wall. Winter days of sliding down to the bus stop on sidewalks of ice, slick enough by 
themselves but made even more so by my omnipresent patent-leather shoes, always practical black. Summer 
days of choosing neighborhood baseball teams and I always the last picked. Walking home from Franklin 
Elementary with Mary Ann Wilson but not quite making it in time to use the much needed bathroom and 
suffering the embarrassment of pooping my pants at the old, old age of six. Dad finding a bat skeleton in the 
wall under the attic that became my new room. Moving out of my brother's room and beginning to grow, and to 




First grade brought my first kiss ("On the lips, Paula?" all the kids asked) from Bobby Taylor and yes, of 
course on the lips because after all we were in first grade and grown up. Second grade promised no repeats of 
the first when Sean vomited on my foot and shortly thereafter the custodian came with the bucket of green, 
smelly sawdust which she dumped on the floor but not on my foot which needed it just as badly. Third grade 
started the true era of childhood crushes with the first being on Wesley Hobbs. Stacey and I both had it bad.
A move to Florida and hot, hot summer days. "Will you build us a pool? Will you, huh? Will you, huh?" and 
they built us a pool which was finished on Christmas Eve and we swam in it, so cold it felt as though it froze us 
to the bone. Masks and snorkels for Christmas gifts but a lack of enthusiasm; a bit too cold for swimming just 
one day later. Sixth grade and early puberty. Mike Gainey making lewd comments about my breasts; other 
boys snapping my new bra strap. Asking girls about pubic hair, and starting my period but being too 
embarrassed to tell anyone.
Junior high at Westwood, the school that looked like a prison and acted like one too. Confusing, sometimes 
miserable, feelings of growing up and not knowing what hormones are and knowing even less about what they 
are doing to body and emotions, but feeling them just the same. Friends experimenting with hallucinogens 
and I not wanting to be a prude or an outcast, heaven forbid, and so pretending to do them too. Peace signs and 
long hair on guys. Skipping school with Genie and seeing them sniffing glue. Being in that closed room with 
them while they smoked pot, the smell a terrible one. Threats of racial trouble and being locked in the locker 
room by teachers to keep us from being killed during the infiltration by rioting high school students.
High school and still more racial trouble. Tim carrying an elk antler in his back pocket to use in self-defense 
if need be, but luckily no need. Purse stolen and rocks thrown, hair cut with a razor blade in the gym. 
"Hippies" on one side and blacks on the other; rumbles, and cops with helmets and clubs, canisters of tear gas. 
Friends experimenting with sex and saying how good it was and I deciding to find out for myself and getting 
caught by his mom in the process. Getting to go to South America in spite of it all and seeing things I'll 
probably never see again, experiencing things I hope never to experience again. Learning how to smoke pot 
and then cigarettes. Getting quaaludes from Alvaro, falling off my clogs, unable to stay on my feet. 
Baby-sitting and an introduction to hashish and oral sex all in one night. Falling in love with anyone who 
would pretend with me and rushing home after school to have sex with my high school boyfriend.
Graduation and entrance to the university. Actually falling in love for the first time, with Eddie, and 
wanting to get married for two years, then really doing so. Divorced after six weeks. Painful memories and 
feeling that no one would ever love me again, and then marrying the first guy who said he did. Three years and 
one child later, divorce again and college again. Mom and Dad again—my stability and the only ones who were 
able to love me continuously, in spite of myself.
Now, at the old, old age of twenty-seven, looking back, accepting, and learning from it all. Getting wiser 





Another cigarette loses its life 
Against the bottom of my shoe, 
Open another pack.
Keepin' my mouth happy.
Keepin' me happy.
Can the tiger hear the matchstick fizz into flame?
Three a.m.
The nightlife
Like a prowling tiger,
Calm, but always ready to strike.
Every move
Sleek
And hidden in the shadows.
It breathes.
The tiger 
Soft to touch. 
Smooth.
Feelin'good.
But if you feel underneath, 
You may cut yourself 
On its razor-sharp teeth. 
But don't bleed;




And the tiger strikes.
The night ain't no place for kids, 
Yet it seems like children are everywhere. 
Old before their time.
Some runnin’ from parents,
Some runnin' to freedom, 
Others just runnin'.
I wonder how long she'll last.
One of those kids who probably
Won first place in baton twirling
And at the age of sixteen, 
She's done it all.
One final trick.
It'll all be over soon.
Lousy over-achiever.
Alcohol fills my air.
"Hey buddy, y'know where I can get 
Some happiness?"
The penniless, last customer 
Of Sam's Tavern tugs at my coat. 
I'm lookin' for some myself.
"Hey buddy, hope y'find some." 
You, too.
No happiness after three a.m.
Bars closed.
The dawn peers over the city. 
It seems reluctant.
Might as well head home.
SEX! GIRLS! NOW!
The neon light pierces my glasses 
As I lean against my brick wall 
Checkin' it all out.
Neon light hidin' the dark 
Damp theater
Next to Flora's flower shop.
Sweet theater.
A hangout for lonely guys 
Gettin' away from it all. 
Lookin' for cheap stimulation. 
Tired of buyin' wilted flowers at Flora's. 
















Will the Last One Out Please Turn Off the Light
quietly
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I was sitting on the couch and she was dancing. That was her word for it; I didn't have one anymore. She was 
standing with one leg stretched out in front of the other and her hands on her hips. Her head was tilted back so 
that her hair, long and the color of finished oak, nearly trailed to the floor and she said to me or to the ceiling 
or to God or somebody, she said—
"My mother was insane."
"Is that right," I said, or something equally inane because I figured she was going nowhere with it; she loved 
to talk in cryptograms.
She brought her feet together, looked at me, then bent at the waist, pitched forward and stood, sort of, with 
her weight divided between her fingertips and the toes of her shoes.
"Who knows really," she said finally.
It was over. That suddenly, I knew that I would leave. I probably should have know before then, but I 
honestly hadn't. Like frost in a refrigerator—it seems like you just open the freezer one day and the sides are 
so thick with ice that there's no room to add anything new.
I didn't know how it had happened exactly. I know that at one time I had felt certain she had something to 
teach me—something important and valuable. Now, I felt only vague sadness, a little self-doubt, and some 
confusion; in that order, one right after the other.
We met at a concert. Maybe the day itself had been a factor. It was one of those cut-glass summer days and I 
was sitting on a grass hill overlooking the stage when she turned to me and said something slightly 
disparaging about the composer whose music we were hearing.
"He’s not my favorite either," I said, looking at her for the first time. She nodded and turned away.
"So why are we here?" I asked, not wanting to lose her attention. She turned back to me with a slight smile.
"I don't ask myself that anymore," she said.
I was a little intimidated by her laconic style on our first few dates, but gradually the long and frequent 
silences began to feel natural, even necessary—a part of her meter, her rhythm.
"I'm claustrophobic," she said to me on our fourth or fifth date. We had finished dinner and were 
drinking wine at our table.
'1 can't even tuck the sheets in on my bed." She watched me while she spoke, her eyes deep and clear.
"Why are you telling me?" I asked.
"Because ... I'm a little ashamed of it. It's difficult for me to admit."
"I don't understand,"! said, still looking into her eyes as though they held some clue.
"I couldn't think of anything else to give you."
I know it was irrational, but at that moment I was helplessly overwhelmed with emotion. It seemed as 
though she had just given me the most heartfelt gift I had ever received.
"May I come home with you tonight?" I asked, somewhat formally.
forever. Maybe I measured too many later moments against those
-Kevin J. Linden
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Back at her apartment, we ended up sitting close together on the couch, facing each other, our drinks ignored 
on the coffee table. Her eyes were the lightest shade of blue that I had ever seen, and they seemed even wider 
and deeper than they had in the dim light of the restaurant. Looking at them, I felt a fascinating kind of 
vertigo, as though I could fall into them and lose myself, become weightless.
"Turn around," she said after a while.
"Why?" I asked, not wanting to turn from her, but turning anyway without waiting for an answer. She began 
massaging my shoulders, kneading deeply with her fingers.
"That feels wonderful,"! said.
"I know," she replied. "I can feel your tendons, your muscles—I can feel your bones." She gave a hard little 
squeeze.
"It's so real," she said reverently.
All of the things I lacked, she seemed to embody. She was all of the artists and poets, actors and actresses 
that I had never known, but had always thought of as composing a kind of aesthetic underground. I coveted 
that special awareness they seemed to possess, but I had never been able to get closer than the periphery of 
their circles.
I broke my lease and moved in with her the following week. Maybe that was the problem—maybe I got into it 
without really thinking. Maybe I had let myself feel too much. I allowed her to wash through me like a swallow 
of warm brandy on a cold night.
Even her dancing seemed different then; it felt almost mystical. She would start her music, some kind of jazz 
or fusion usually, then stand motionless, meditating on the beat. I would see subtle shifts of weight as her 
body began to pick it up, then she would start. Her movements seemed liquid, like water flowing from one 
place to another, but the space into which she poured herself wasn't contained; it seemed to be expansive, 
infinite. Once she began to stretch and move, I felt as though she filled the whole room, the whole world, the 
universe, at once.
Maybe I expected that feeling to go on 
early ones.
When 1 told her I was leaving she just smiled.
"That would be best, wouldn't it?" she said.
I packed up my books, my clothes, my albums—the sum accumulations of my life—and put everything into 
the car at once so that I wouldn't have to make a second trip.
Maybe there was no special awareness. Maybe it had all been an illusion, as brandy's effects are. For brandy 
doesn't really warm; it just short-circuits the connection between the mind and the senses. Perhaps I had 
simply believed in a warmth that didn't exist.
Still, even as I drove away, I couldn't stop feeling as though I had missed something, left something 
unfinished, unlearned—as though I had walked out on a fable without waiting for the moral.
Or a joke, perhaps, and I had missed the punch line.
The Importance of a Carrot
I don't want to be a carrot.
- David Chance
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I'm feeling blah like nothing, 
or the importance of a carrot. 
Who cares?
Now I'm returning to a casual boredom, 
but still nobody wants me in their stew. 







Now I'm feeling better, 
thinking about the importance of carrots. 
Does God like carrots?
They're not mentioned in the Bible.
Maybe God doesn't like carrots.
Maybe carrots are evil.
Maybe there'll never be a carrot in heaven; 
they'll all go to hell





carrots carrots carrots: 
mix boil serve.
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The Last Snack
always hard to tell with Uncle
28
"You mean ... I'm not gonna die?"
"No, no. You're gonna die alright," the doctor said. "Oh boy, are you ever!"
" But you said it wasn't as bad as it seems!"
"Well... I lied. It is as bad as it seems. It's exactly as bad as it seems."
"Then why would you go and say something like that?" Fred asked irritably.
"I just couldn't stand to see that look on your face. Have you ever had to tell somebody they were dying of the 
rare and dreaded Repatosis? It's not easy, let me tell you. I mean . . . you people, you dying people, all you can 
think about is yourselves. 'I'm doomed. I'll soon be six feet under.' Me, me, me. How about a little 
consideration for my feelings?"
"I'm sorry, Dr. Rake," Fred said, chastened. "Can you forgive me?”
"Ah, think nothing of it," the doctor said magnanimously. "This isn't easy for you either. Now run along, 
and hey, take care of yourself. At least until you pay my bill. Ha, pay my bill, get it?"
"Yeah," said Fred, pausing at the door. "Uh, will I go quickly?"
"Yeah, sure you will. No problem there. Don't you worry about it."
"Well that's certainly a relief... Hey! Wait a second. Are you lying again?" Fred was no fool.
"Caught me. Can't get nothing past you, I guess. Okay, seriously, your death will take a long time and be 
very, very painful. Oh boy, talk about pain. Ouch! And delirium? You'll be delirious pretty much all the time." 
Dr. Rake hesitated. "But... there is a good side to all this."
"Oh yeah?" Fred wasn't about to be tricked again so easily.
"Yeah, get this. Just before you die, you'll be completely free of symptoms for about twenty-four hours. Not 
only that, but you'll be full of adrenalin. You'll have so much energy, you won't know what to do with it. Pretty 
cool, huh?"
"Really?" Fred asked, still unsure.
"Really. It's great. It's especially convenient for patients who want to have that last fling, fulfill that final 
wish, make their peace with God, that sort of thing."
"Cross your heart?" Fred was beginning to warm up to the idea. He'd have time for his final wish before he 
went. Now all he had to do was think of a final wish.
"Cross my heart," Dr. Rake assured him.
"Hope to die?"
"Yes, yes. Hope to die. Stick a needle in my eye." The doctor did a little dance which ended with him spitting 
on the floor to seal the oath.
"What the hell was that?" Fred asked, bewildered.
"The dance. The 'cross your heart'dance. Didn't you do it in your neighborhood?"
"No. How was that again?" Fred tried it himself, doing pretty well for a novice and spitting prodigiously.
"Pretty good, pretty good. But it's more like this." The doctor repeated the step and added to the already 
considerable saliva on his office floor.
"Say, did you lock pinkies and pull when you made bets?"
Fred lay gasping, his sheets soaked with sweat. He could remember very little of the previous three days. 
But he knew what he wanted.
"I've decided!" he called hoarsely.
"You've decided what?" asked Bob, wondering if his uncle was still out of it.
"He's decided to accept God!" Sarah declared rapturously. "Quick, Bob, call a minister." She'd always known 
Uncle Fred would come around.
"Don't you dare!" Fred ordered. "I've decided nothing of the sort. I've decided that I want to eat more 
marshmallows than anyone has ever eaten before!" he shouted exultantly.
Yup, Bob thought to himself, he's delirious alright. He smiled and nodded.
"That's just swell, Uncle Fred. But don't eat these big ones right here, okay?" He tugged on one of Fred's 
pillows.
"That's a pillow, you idiot. Don't patronize me, Bobby. I know what I'm talking about. I want to set a World 
Record. I want my name to live on after me."
Bob realized now that his uncle was probably not delirious. Then again, it was 
Fred. Still, Bob knew how to handle him.
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"You couldn't be sure your name would live on very long that way. Somebody else might eat more 
marshmallows next year, even next week. They'll all be gunning for you and sooner or later somebody will 
come along who's a little more aggressive, just a little more hungry."
"Yeah, well, I got that figured. You know people don't buy those books very often. My copy is from 1976. So if 
I make it just once, I'll live on in some houses for years and years."
on in dark closets, in dusty boxes full of books no one ever reads," Bob said, trying a
"This is it!" Fred shouted. "I feel great! Bring me the marshmallows. Quick! Quick, goddamn you!"
"Now what do we say when we want something?" Sarah asked calmly.
"What?.. . Oh yeah, please bring me the marshmallows, goddamn you."
Bob came in from the next room, carrying a huge tray of marshmallows.
"Listen Fred," Bob said, "you're just not rich enough to be this eccentric."
"Maybe not, but I'm dying, so you've got to do what I say. Otherwise, I'll call Geraldo Rivera and he'll put 
you on '60 Minutes,' or in Al Capone's vault, or something like that."
Bob smiled. "Shut up and eat your marshmallows."
And eat marshmallows he did. He roasted some; he ate some plain. He smashed some into little balls and 
tossed them into the air, catching a full twenty percent of them in his mouth. He ate normal-sized 
marshmallows and he ate some of those little tiny marshmallows like they put in hot chocolate. All the while, 
Bob stood by with pad and pencil, keeping count and answering his uncle's frequent requests like, "Bob, roast 
me a marshmallow," or "Bob, get me some of those tiny little marshmallows like they put in hot chocolate."
Even Sarah became something of a cheerleader. She took to praying that the Lord would grant Fred the 
strength to keep shoving white gooey things down his throat before taking him to the Great Beyond.
Before long, the dual moments of truth were approaching; Fred was getting near the record and near the end 
of his rope. Guests came to witness both events. A Mr. Reynolds came to verify the record and take a few 
pictures of Fred, provided he lasted long enough. Dr. Rake dropped by because, as he said, "If one of my 
patients is gonna die, the least I can do is be there."
Finally, it happened. The number came up. Fred ate the final marshmallow. Reynolds filled out the Official 
World Record Registration Form and took a few pictures of Fred's glowing, triumphant face.
Then tragedy struck. As Reynolds was leaving, he noticed an empty plastic bag. "You ate these?" he asked 
disgustedly, holding the bag, which read "Mini-Marshmallows," at arm's length.
"Well, yeah," Fred said, "just for variety's sake. Do you have any idea how boring it is to do nothing but eat 
marshmallows all day?"
Reynolds was not moved. "Nevertheless, they are not regulation-sized marshmallows, and you do not hold 
the record." He tore up the Official World Record Recognition Form.
"I'll sue you, you bastard," Fred called after him.
"You can't sue me. You're going to die later today. Remember?" Reynolds slammed the door behind him.
"Uh . . . speaking of that," said Dr. Rake, tapping the face of his watch and holding it up to his ear, "I think 
you should already be dead."
"What?" asked Fred and Bob simultaneously. Fred resisted an urge to call "jinx."
"You should be dead," Dr. Rake repeated. "No one's ever lived a full day after the remission stage began. 
You're going on twenty-seven hours."
"Maybe I can set a record for living longer than anybody," Fred suggested hopefully.
"I don't think so," said the doctor. "You're only fifty-two. I think a lot of people have lived longer than that." 
"No, I think he means ... never mind," Bob said.
"Great, you'll live 
different approach.
"Yeah!" Fred exclaimed. "Pretty terrific, huh?"
"Yeah," Bob. agreed, patting his uncle on the shoulder and grinning weakly. "Pretty terrific, Uncle Fred."
Fred smiled and sank back onto his pillow before sinking back into his delirium. Bob sat by, mopping the 
older man's brow. Fred had always been his favorite uncle, and the most unpredictable. Fred was liable to do 
just about anything. This drove everyone (except Bob) crazy and it eventually drove everyone (again, except 
Bob) away. Fred's sickness had made him even more cranky and strange than he'd always been, but Bob could 
take it. Neither Fred nor Bob could take much of Bob's sister, Sarah, who visited occasionally, apparently just 
to sit in the corner and pray.
So it was decided. Fred was going to spend the last day of his life, eating hundreds and hundreds of 
marshmallows. I better get to the A&P, thought Bob. It may be silly, but it's what he wants. He wants to be 
listed in a record book, to go down in history, to be somebody, to give meaning to his existence. Besides that, 
the man just plain loves marshmallows.
-Barry Kelley
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"So whatta ya think we should do about it?" asked Fred.
"Do?" said Dr. Rake. "Hmmm .. .let's see ..
"Take him down to the hospital and run a few tests?" Bob suggested.
Dr. Rake shrugged, "We could do that."
So they went to the hospital, Sarah staying behind to write a eulogy and make dip for the wake.
"You're not going to die, Fred," announced Dr. Rake proudly when all the tests were completed.
"Are you lying again?"
"My hand to God. There's absolutely no sign of Repatitis in your system."
"Repatitis?" asked Bob. "I thought you said it was Repatosis."
"Repatosis, Repashmosis. The point is, it's gone."
"But... how?" Fred was astounded.
"It seems that you've stumbled across the long-sought-after cure for Repatosis—marshmallows!"
"Oh my God!" Fred yelled. "I can't believe it! I'm gonna live! I'm gonna live!"
His face began to turn red and he gasped for air. All the gooey, sugary marshmallows he had been eating 
headed straight for his over-excited heart. He collapsed.
Dr. Rake struggled confusedly to revive him. Then he stopped.
Bob asked hesitantly, "How's Fred?"
"He's dead."
"Fred's dead?"
"That's what I said."
Bob was despondent for months afterward. Even the news that Fred had left him all his money only 
depressed him further. He didn't go out and have a wild time, recklessly blowing the money on his own 
pleasure. Instead, he recklessly blew the money (every penny of it) on a legal battle to prove that Fred should 
hold the marshmallow record. His failure is evidenced by the distinct absence of Fred's name from any record 
book anywhere in the world.
On the other hand, if one were inclined to read medical books, and to look up Repatosis, and the discovery of 
its cure, one would find the name ... you guessed it... Dr. Herman Rake.
The Ides of November
- Margaret O'Connor
One Sort of Dowry
- Christopher Daniel
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Real artists all wear comfortable shoes,
so I know the minute you walk in that you're just 
another POP star,
an MBA student with a drum set looking for a 
quick buck, 
an easy fuck, 
a short beer.
On the other hand,
the nights are long this time of year,
so I do a little evaluation of the bottom line myself 
and make a waist-down decision to
go for it.
There once was a girl who kept a hope chest filled 
with sand, and salt, and stones.
When the girl's mother asked her why, 
the girl mumbled something about 
resilience, flavor, and strength.
"Honestly, child," her mother scolded, 
"is that any way to prepare for marriage?"
I
Waiting for The Bus
-Jim Meyer
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sheets of scarlet, becoming flamingo, becoming peach ... 
opposite, the western sky goes from charcoal to smoke, 
and then to violet...
a city sunrise,
with cars and trucks trailing streaks of red
as their taillights recede into the murky shadows of 
Maya Boulevard.
i laugh like a ticklish infant 
because i know the wino's secret: 
The Bus never comes.
a wino in a vomit-stained Goodwill sport coat 
sits at the bus stop on a peeling green bench 
and guzzles Night Train Express for breakfast, 
red-purple liquid spills from the corner of his mouth 
and runs down his stubble -gray chin.
between drinks he mumbles his thoughts 
to no one in particular.
a sleepy young black man
sits on the other end of the bench, 
wearing the universally-recognized uniform 
of the Holy Order of the Golden Arches.
he smokes a Benson & Hedges menthol with
the patience and detachment of a man facing a firing squad.
a man in a thundercloud-gray suit stands a few paces away, 
his face a cascade of paste-white dough—all chins and jowls, 
he reads the "Good-Morning" Globe-Demagogue with a 
"something here smells like shit and I think it's you" grimace 
and tries his best to ignore 
the wino, the Golden Arch monk, 
and me—the madcap poet.
© Matthew Lundberg 1987
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